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for a bit of information about the multi rail cleaning car, i have added some additional information from the advert in model railway news magazine (which i have just bought). please note that this is not a product review, but a view from the point of view of a former advertiser. the release of the red
multi wheel cleaning rail 6442 on the 7th april 2001, is another set to add to the list. however this one contained only the red multi wheel cleaning rail 6442, a red tomix car for cleaning the multi wheel cleaning rail 6442, a 140mm straight track 1042 and a cleaning pad for the car. the multi wheel

cleaning rail 6442 is a combination of the old style gray multi wheel cleaning rail 6412 and the new red multi wheel cleaning rail 6442 and uses the same pads. as the multi wheel cleaning rail 6412 is discontinued, this new set was only released as a single item, being sold with the track [1031] and the
multi wheel cleaning rail 6442. [1031] is available separately. the release of the orange multi wheel cleaning rail 6443 on the 25th may 2001, was one of the final sets to be released, this time containing a combination of a new style orange multi wheel cleaning rail 6443, a clear orange tomix car for

cleaning the orange multi wheel cleaning rail 6443, a 140mm straight track 1043 and a cleaning pad for the car. as the multi wheel cleaning rail 6412 is discontinued, this new set was only released as a single item, being sold with the track [1042] and the orange multi wheel cleaning rail 6443.
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